CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION & FURTHER RESEARCH

6.1 Conclusion

6.1.1 Conclusion of “Pinta-Image-Editor” application
A. Plus of “Pinta-Image-Editor” application:
   - for drawing manually.
   - for editing images.

B. Minus of “Pinta-Image-Editor” application:
   - at the time of drawing after saved when will colloring
     again, color cannot close perfect.
   - when drawing use line cannot bent, then not perfect.
   - tools not complete.

6.1.2 Conclusion of “My-Paint” application
A. Plus of “My-Paint” application:
   - for painting activity.
   - for make drawing sketch.
   - tools complete, for painting and drawing.

B. Minus of “My-Paint” application:
   - monitor cannot up and down automatically if to scroll.

6.2 Further Research

6.2.1 Further Research from “Pinta-Image-Editor” and “My-Paint”
From application “Pinta-Image-Editor” and “My-Paint”, which
after discussed an be examined, we can looking that booth of these
application have more value for meet the needs of in a variety of
activities painting and drawing.

Further Research here concluded as container
for increase creativity on the field of visual art particulary digital media.
Following these is the further research about “Pinta-Image-Editor” and
“My-Paint” application:

A. “Pinta-Image-Editor”:
B. "My-Paint"

Figure 6.1 Drawing Rose Flower.

Figure 6.2 Make word graffiti.